April 16, 2020

IRS INSTALLATION

67-69 Camaro and Firebird

The following instructions are intended for professional installers.
Speedtech Performance assumes NO responsibility for the installation
of any of its products. All products must be installed by qualified professionals
only. Setting the alignment for this kit should only be performed by a technician
familiar with setting race car type alignments. Alignment specs are not included
in the kit and should be catered to your specific driving style and needs.
Thank you for purchasing you new Speedtech Independent Rear
Suspension. Take all necessary precautions whenever jacking up your
vehicle and use safe and sturdy jack stands to support the vehicle
whenever it is off the ground. Be sure to take all other safety precautions
required to do the job correctly.
Speedtech Performance USA LLC
4160 S River Rd
St George, UT 84790
435-628-4300
speedtechperformance.com
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1. Measure and mark your existing wheel center
This can be done by taping a plumb string on the top of the wheel well. With your car
on the ground, adjust the plumb to hang directly over the axle centerline. Tape and
mark the strings location on the top of the wheel well. Keep this measurement intact
during the install process as it will be used throughout the install. Do this to both sides,
taking extra care to be as precise as possible.

2. Level and Brace Car
Lift the car high enough so you can work under it. Level the car in the air by measuring
the pinch weld height to the work surface. Ensure that all 4 corners (A and C pillars)
are equal in height. Measure gauge hole height from your work surface to the level car.
We highly recommend bracing the car by either bolting it down to a frame table, or add
bracing the rear quarter panels. This will prevent the body from warping during the
install process.
3. Hardware Removal
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Remove Rear Suspension, Exhaust, Fuel tank, Rear Seat, Rear Carpet and Package
Tray Supports. You will be reusing the package tray supports. Remove them by drilling
out the spot welds.
4. Cut Preparation
Below is an underside map of where the car will be cut.

It is important that the surface is properly prepared for cutting and later welding. Using
the map above, mark the cut lines on the car. Remove all paints, coatings, surface
treatments on the inside and outside of the car, including the frame rails. A wire wheel
works well for this. Clean about a 3-inch-wide area on all the cut lines.
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5. Mark, Cut, Remove Rear Section
Using the map above and description, clearly mark your cut lines. Tape works well for
this. All measurements are made on the same plane as the work surface. All cuts are
vertical to the work surface. Meaning, they will be cutting through all surfaces and rails
perpendicular to the work surface.
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Front Cut:
-

Mark 11in back from gauge hole from frame rail pinch weld to frame rail pinch weld.
Mark just inside the pinch weld back 4in.
Mark around the rails at 4in out to wheel tubs.
Cut the marks all the way through the floor, rails, to the inside of the car.

Rear Cut:
-

Mark line 3/4in back from gas tank from wheel tub to wheel tub.
Cut from wheel tub to wheel tub all the way through the floor and rails.
Cut wheel tubs, close to the floor but inside the car, from front cut to rear cut.
Drop out the center section.
Mark the frame rail 3in back from rear cut line. Cut frame rail only at mark.
Cut close to the floor to remove the 3in frame rail section off of the floor.

Trim back the gas tank hat channel about 2.5in from the edge of the rear section
cutline.

6. Setting IRS frame
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Set the frame of the IRS in place. Do this by lifting the frame section into the new hole
in your car. The front arms of the frame will wrap around the front frame rail sections
and the rear will hug around the trunk floor. The frame will go up until the little shelves
of the frame are touching the floor and trunk pans. You may have to do some additional
trimming to get it to fit. Spend time leveling, centering, and squaring the frame in the
car.
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Leveling: The upper control arm mounting holes are designed to be level with the
car. To set the height of the frame, use the formula to calculate the target
measured height of these upper control arm holes to the work surface. Set all 4
corners to the same calculated height.
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Centering: The axle centerline of the IRS crossmember is marked with little slit
windows. Use these windows, in connection with your plumb lines that were
previously set, to center the cross member. You can eyeball the location by lining
up all plumb lines and window slits. Use a tape measure to mark and center the
frame left to right
Squaring: Use a tape measure to cross square the frame into place using known
points on the car. Examples of known points are the gauge holes, front lower ball
joints.
Take your time with this because the wheel placement is not adjustable.
Stabilize the set frame in place using blocks and C clamps. It must be secure before
mocking up the suspension. Mock up the control arms and spindle. Follow the IRS
instructions to do this. Mount a wheel on the suspension and check fitment for
clearance, movement, and location. Additional trimming might be needed on the wheel
tubs at this point. If location is not satisfactory, readjust where the frame sets.
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7. Welding
1. Tunnel Pan Shelf: The first gen Camaro had two distinctive tunnels
between the years. To make the IRS fit the whole generation, we did not
preweld the tunnel shelf to the IRS. Fit the provided shelf and weld it to the
IRS.
2. Floor Pan Spot Welds: Weld the floor pan to the IRS member. Do this by
drilling holes in the floor pan every 3in on top of the pan shelf of the IRS.
Clamp and weld drilled spots connecting the floor to the IRS. Do the same
in the pan.

3. Front Rails: Clamp and weld the front inside rail arm by filling in the

provided holes. Weld the additional angle bracket to the inside of the rail to
the floor pan around the gauge hole where the floor is extra thick.
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4. Outside Rails: Clamp and weld the outside rale piece and the frame rail cap. The cap
should fit neatly on the back end of the frame rail, trim the original frame rail if
necessary. The cap fold will wrap to the outside of the outside rail piece. Weld open
corners on IRS metal and fill holes.
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5. Front Rail Cap: Cap the rail on the inside of the car using the provided
metal. Weld all seems and fill all holes.

6. Rear Rail Captive: Trim to fit the provided angle piece. Fit it tight to the
existing frame, rear wing, rail cap of the IRS. Weld all seems, corners, and
fill all holes.
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This concludes the installation of the Speedtech IRS. To help finish the trunk area and
back seat, we provide a sheet metal kit that fits the IRS to the Camaro, sealing off the
suspension arms from the inside of the car. Part # 11515
Enjoy your new ride!
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TRUNK SHEETMETAL (SOLD SEPARATELY part # 11515)
If you purchase the trunk sheet metal plates, they will come pre-bent and have holes
pre-punched and a flange that will need to be welded together. The kit will also include
a boot to seal the shock push rod.
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You will want to do the plug welds and also weld along sections of the floor and where
the plates meet up to the wheel tubs. You will repeat this process for the top and back
plates as well.

Re-attach the package tray brackets using the original drilled out plug weld holes.

NOTE:
Your rear seat frame will require modification to install. Each application may vary
depending on what interior you have as well as which enclosure option you choose.
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